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By

Todor GRAMCHEV* and Masafumi YOSHINO **
§1. Introduction
This paper studies the global regularity and solvability of operators which
could change their type at every point of the domain. Our object is to understand
such operators from the viewpoints of a WKB analysis.
To be more precise, let X be a compact manifold or an open domain in Rn.
We denote by C°°(X) and C£°(X) the set of smooth functions on X and the set of
smooth functions with compact supports respectively. We also denote the set of
distributions on X by 9"'(X). We say that a differential operator P is globally
solvable (resp. globally hypoelliptic) in X if for every /eC£°(X) there exists
ue3i'(X)
satisfying Pu = f. (resp. ueC°°(X)
when PueC°°(X) and
w e £ ^ ' ( X ) ) . The operator P is said to be locally solvable (resp. locally
hypoelliptic) at a point p e X if there exists a neighborhood U of p such that for
every / £ C ~ ( £ 7 ) , there exists ue9"'(U) satisfying Pu = f in U (resp.
p £singsupp(Pu) implies p £singsupp(u)). By definition local hypoellipticity at
each point p e X implies the global hypoellipticity in X, and the global solvability
implies the local solvability at each point p e. X, while the corresponding inverse
implications are not true. ([7]).
Because the operators which we want to study are in general of mixed type
the structures of local solutions may change drastically in every part of the
domain. Therefore most of the methods such as those for degenerate elliptic
operators, and for weakly hyperbolic operators are not applicable to such
operators, (cf. [9], [17]). Moreover, because the structure of the characteristics
is so complicated that the usual characteristic geometry does not seem adequate to
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apply to our situation. On the other hand, there are examples of constant
coefficients operators on the torus showing that Siegel type conditions are
essential to describe global hypoellipticity and the global solvability (cf. [7]). The
above methods are, as far as the authors know, not adequate to say when such
diophantine analysis enters in the theory for operators with variable coefficients
of arbitrary order. In fact, it is not even clear how to define a Siegel condition for
variable coefficients operators invariantly under change of variables. We note that
the diophantine phenomena in [7] are quite discontinuous, hence, the situations
could change completely under very small perturbations.
This paper gives an answer to these problems by using WKB formal
solutions. We note that WKB solutions are formal power series with respect to a
large parameter whose coefficients may have poles with arbitrarily large order.
In spite of this we realize such formal solutions according to the situations which
we consider. The important points are that the results do not depend on the
realizations and that though WKB solutions are constructed algebraically, they
can explain transcendental phenomena. This implies that such formal quantities
play important roles in describing global phenomena precisely.
This paper is organized as follows. In §2 we give a fundamental necessary
and sufficient condition for the global hypoellipticity for first order systems.
Siegel conditions are invariantly defined under realizations and changes of
variables in terms of formal solutions which are substitutes of WKB solutions for
single equations. In §3 we shall give the proof of the theorem of §2. In §4 we
study single equations of variable multiplicity with complex coefficients. The key
is the existence of a smooth formal solution to a Riccati equation, (cf. §5). The
proof of the theorem in §4 is given in §5. In §6 we consider second order
operators and we study how diophantine analysis enters in the theory. In fact, it
will be shown that WKB formal solutions are useful to decide when a diophantine
condition is necessary, (cf. the cases (a), (b) and (c) in §6). In this paper we
mainly state the results on global hypoellipticity. Global solvability and Fredholm
property will be treated similarly.
Finally the authors would like to express their sincere thanks to the referee
for useful suggestions in preparing this paper.
§2 0 Systems
Let us consider an mxm
coefficients on T2
(2.1)

system of equations with smooth periodic

Pu := (-j-)u - (X A WA1" )« = /(*,?)
°^

1=0

where u =' (MJ,...,M / H ) and f ( x 9 y ) is an m vector smooth function. Here At(x) are
smooth mxm matrix-valued functions and the negative powers of Dx denote
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pseudodifferential operators on T with the symbol T]1"' with modifications near
?7 = 0. We assume
(C.I) The eigenvalues of A 0 U) are distinct and 2n periodic functions.
By a partial Fourier transform with respect to y we get from (2.1)
(2.2)

Pu := (-j-)u - (X A, (x)^~> )u = f ( x , J ] \
CM

/=0

Here u (resp. /) denotes the partial Fourier transformation of u (resp. /) with
respect to y. By a standard formal reduction procedure and (C.I) we can
construct a formal fundamental solution X(x,7]) to the equation (2.2) in the form
(2.3)

X ( x 9 r i ) - ( Y Q ( x ) + Yl(x)ri-l+'")e^^.

Here Yj(x)J = 0,1,... are 2n periodic, smooth functions and FO(JC) is invertible
and the dots denote negative powers of 77 with coefficients smooth 2n periodic in
x. The matrix A(JC,TJ) is a diagonal matrix given by
(2.4)

A(jc,r/) = diag(f ^(r.rjjrfr,..., f A m (f,
Jo

Jo

in this order. Here A^f,?]) (\<j<m) is a formal power series of rj~l with
coefficients 2n periodic in f, A,(7,77) ~ A°(f) + 7]~1A1/(?) + • • • . (cf. [19]) where
A ° ( l < y < r a ) denote the eigenvalues of A O (JC). We take any realizations A'(r,?])
of formal power series A, (f, rj) - A° (f) and we define A(JC,?]) by replacing A; by
Ay = A' + A° in (2.4). (For the precise definition, see Lemma 1 in the appendix).
Then we have
Theorem 2.1.
Suppose that (C.I) is satisfied. Then P is globally
hypoelliptic if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
(I) Re A°(;c) (1 < j < m) do not change their sign on the interval Q<x<27t.
(II) There exists N > 0 such that for all j, 1 < j < m
(2.5)

liminf 1 - exp(

o

Remarks 2.2. (i) We point out that in view of the construction in Lemma 1
in the appendix if A^O^Tj) and A ;2 (jc,r]) are two realizations of A y (*,r]), then for
every N e Z+ we have
sup

\ll(x,7i)-,j2(x,riy

\e[0,27T]

Hence the condition (2.5) is invariant under the choice of the realizations.
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(ii) We note that the quantity dA/dx in (2.3) is formally invariant, that is,
invariant under formal change of unknown functions, (cf. Lemma 2 in the
appendix). Because such formal transformations correspond to the ones by elliptic
pseudodifferential operators on the torus this implies, in view of A(0,?]) = 0 and
(i), the invariance of (2.5) under such transformations. Especially, though the
formal solution (2.3) itself has an arbitrariness the condition (2.5) does not depend
on such arbitrariness. We also remark that formal solutions (2.3) play the role of
WKB solutions for single equations, (cf. Lemma 3 in the appendix).
Example 23, We will consider the third order operator
(2.6)

P:=dl-rfa(x)\

a(x)*Q,

d^=dldx.

Clearly the equation (2.6) is written in the form (2.1). Smooth WKB solutions
are constructed because a(x)^Q. Let S = ^=_lrj~JSj(x) be any WKB solution.
Then, by substitution we have 5_,(x) = G)a(x), co3 = 1 for some CO. Theorem 2.1
implies that the global hypoellipticity is equivalent to the following conditions:
1) RQG)a(x) do not change their sign on T for all 0) such that ft)3 = 1.
2) For every 0) such that Recoa(x) = 0 Siegel conditions are satisfied.
The first condition is equivalent to say that A = {a(jc);0 < x < 2n] is contained
in one of the six sectors bounded by three lines L, = {Rez = 0}, L2 ={Rec$z = Q}
and L3 ={Reft) 2 z = 0} where or1 = 1, G)=£l. Suppose that A c A where A is one
of these six sectors. If A is not contained in the boundary dA of A then we are in
a simple situation, no Siegel condition enters. In fact the global hypoellipticity
follows. Note that the operators are of mixed type in general.
On the other hand if A c dA P contains a hyperbolic factor. We remark that
A is contained in one of the three lines L,, L2 and L3 because a(x) * 0. For
simplicity let us assume that A c L,. Note b(x) = Im a(x) ^ 0 on T because
a(jc)^0. Hence b(x) does not change its sign on T. Because Rea(z) = 0 we
have, for ft) ^ 1,
j*2x

(2.7)

Re

f*2n

a)ib(x)dx = -lmo)\
Jo

Jo

F>

b(x)dx = -(lmo))l
Jo

Therefore the diophantine condition is necessary only for the WKB solution
corresponding to L,,i.e., co = l.
We again find a natural extension of Greenfield's example [7] when a(x) is
constant. We also note that the diophantine condition is replaced by algebraic
conditions if a certain finiteness condition is fulfilled, (cf §6).
The similar assertions are true for general n-th order equations of the
following type

(2.8)

P = d'l-
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By the same considerations as above we see that WKB solutions
S = I<~=-lrrJSJ(x) are of the form, S_{ = a(x}co with CD" =1. The global hypoellipticity is equivalent to the following conditions.
(a) A = {a(jc);0 < x < 2n} is contained in one of the sectors bounded by n lines
Reooz - 0 where CD" = 1 . We denote the sector containing A by A .
(b) If A c <9A then the Siegel conditions of the form (2.5) corresponding to the
line containing <9A are satisfied.
For more detailed treatment of single equations we refer to §§4 and 6.
We note that among n different WKB solutions the Siegel conditions are
necessary for those which correspond to the line containing A. By the formal
invariance under the transformations stated above the conditions (a) and (b) are
invariant, (cf. [19]).
§30 Proof of Theorem 2.1
Proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 2.1. By the general theory of ordinary
differential equations we can construct a formal solution to (2.2) in the form
(2.3). (cf [20, Theorem 2.8-1]). We note that because the eigenvalues
A°(jc)0' = l,...,w) of AO(JC) are 2n periodic smooth functions of x by the
assumption (C.I) we can construct the matrix 70(jc) as a 2n periodic smooth
function of x. Hence we can inductively determine the matrices Yj (x) ( j = 1, 2, . . .)
and A^(*)C/ = l,...,m;fc = l,...) as smooth functions on T. Hence by Lemma 1 in
the appendix we can construct an asymptotic fundamental solution
X(x)(= X(JC,T))) of the equation (2.2), that is X(jc) satisfies the equation
(3.1)

,

where for every a e Z+, dfR(x,r\) is rapidly decreasing in 77 , when 7]-> °° i.e., a
smoothing operator.
By the method of variation of constant an asymptotic solution to (2.2) is given
by
(3 .2)

u(x) = X(x)c + X(x) I X~l (t)f(t, T])dt
Jo

where the constant vector c is determined so that u(x) is In periodic, w(0) =
u(2n) . This yields the equation
(3 .3)

X(0)c = X(27T)c + X(2;r) f V1 ( t ) f ( t , J])dt .
Jo
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Because we can write X(x) = O(jc,7])er?A(x'77) with O(JC,TJ) being a realization of
the formal sum, YQ(x)(I+ Yl(x)7]~l + ...) it follows that O(0,rj) = O(2tf,77) and
A(0,?]) = 0. Therefore we have
O(0, rj)c = O(0, r\)e^(2**}c + O(0, n)e^(2n^

e~^(l^}^(t, T])~l f ( t , rj)dt.
Jo

Because €>(0,7]) is invertible for large 77 by definition we have
(3.4)

(/ - 6^(2^) )c = er,M2x,T»

f 27rX~l (fiffa

^

Jo

Let us assume that (I - e"1^2*'^) is invertible for large rj. Then we get, from
(3.2) and (3.4)

(3.5) u(x} = X(x)((I-e^(2K^Yle^(2n^

f*2x

I X~l(t)f(t^)dt+
Jo

I
Jo

We shall prove the sufficiency of (I) and (II). Without loss of generality, we may
assume that Re Ay (x) > 0 for 1 < j < jQ , Re Ay (x) < 0 for 70 <j<m for some
y0 > 1 . It follows from (3.5) that
(3.6)
x
o

, 77) (eA'2'-'

o

- 0(jc, r]) ((1 - e""2*'* yl fn e*M^-~Mt^®(t, T])'1 /(r, rj) dr
Jo

Let TTO be the projection to the linear subspace spanned by the vectors whose
last m — JQ components are zero and let us set n\ = I — ftQ. Then we have
(3.7)

)- ] f ( t ,
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Suppose that 7] tends to +°°. Then (3.7) and the definitions of 7tQ and nl imply
that u(x) is rapidly decreasing when 7] tends to +°°. On the other hand if T] tends
to -oo we have the same conclusion by changing the parts of nQ and TT, . We note
that if ReA° =0 for some 7, then we use the assumption (II) in order to estimate
the growth of denominators in (3.7). This proves the sufficiency of (I) and (II).
Proof of the necessity of Theorem 2.1. We shall prove the necessity of (I).
For each j,l<j<m we denote by A y (f) = A 7 (7,77) the y'-th component of the
matrix A(f,7]). We first prove that for each j = l,...m,l-e A ' ( 2 7 r J 7 ) 7 ? * 0 except for
a finite number of 77 's.
Indeed, if this is not true for some j then it follows from the definition of A
that f~nReh°j(x)dx = 0. On the other hand, we get from (3.4) that the homogeneous equation (2.2) with / = 0 has infinitely many nontrivial asymptotic
solutions X(X)GJ = X(x, r]k )c ; , for some 7] = r\k, (k = 1,2,...), where c} = ? (0,..., 1,...,
0) is the j-th unit vector. Hence we have Rj(x,rjk) = PX(x,r]k)cJ, where for every
aeZ+d"Rj(x,7j) is 2n periodic in x and is rapidly decreasing function of rj
when 7] tends to infinity.
If ReA°(*) vanishes identically then X(x)ct gives a distribution which is not
smooth such that PX(x)c]

is rapidly decreasing. This contradicts to the global

hypoellipticity.
Next we consider the case where ReA° changes its sign. By taking a
subsequence we may assume that 7]A > 0 or r\k < 0 for all /c, k = 1, 2,— Since the
argument is the same let us consider the case r]k > 0. By the periodicity we may
assume that ReA°(0)>0. Hence we have K t = maxJ 0 x ReA°(f)Jr>0. Let the
maximum be taken at x = x\. Then the function exp(-7]A ic)X(x,rjk)cJ defines a
distribution solution which is not rapidly decreasing at x = x{ when r} = 7]A tends to
infinity. This contradicts to the global hypoellipticity. This proves the assertion.
In order to prove the necessity of (I) suppose that ReA^(jc) changes its sign
for some X = XQ. First we consider the case ReA ; (2^:)>0. We take a point JCQ
such that Re A°7] changes its sign from positive to negative at x - JC Q . Let n} be a
projection to the linear subspace spanned by 7-th unit vector. We take a f(t,rj)
such that the support of the function nt<5>(t,r])~*f(t,ri) is contained in a small
neighborhood of x0 such that t>x0 and is rapidly decreasing when 77^00. Then
the function
(3.8)

^(xQ^)eh(
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is not rapidly decreasing when rj tends to +°° if we choose a rapidly decreasing
function nj <I>(f, Tj)~[ f(t,t]) appropriately. Then the second expression of (3.6)
shows that u(x) is not rapidly decreasing, which is a contradiction.
If ReA y (27r)<0 we take a point JCD such that ReA°(jc) changes its sign from
negative to positive at jc 0 . Then we take / such that the support of the function
7tj^(t,ri)~l f(t,T}) is contained in a small neighborhood of XQ such that t> XQ. By
the same argument as above we see that u(x) is not rapidly decreasing when 7]
tends to -<». If Re A7(2;r) = 0 then by the same way as above the integral (3.8) is
not rapidly decreasing when rj— »°o if ReA°(;t) changes its sign at x = x0. Hence
we have proved the necessity of (I).
We shall prove the necessity of (II). Let us assume that (II) is not true for
some j. By the argument as above we may assume (I) and that for every
k,k = l,...,m,l-e*k(27t'ri)T1 *0 except for a finite number of r j ' s . Because the
integral finReX*j(t)dt vanishes for such j it follows from (I) that ReA°(;c)
vanishes identically. Let rjn e Z(n = 1, 2, . . .) be such that \l-eAj(2Xt1h^"\\rin\N -> 0
when n -> <*> for every N = 1, 2 . . . . We define f(t , rj) such that /(f , r]) = 0 for
T]#T]H and for rj = rin9n = l,2,... the components of the function <E>(r, rj)~ ! f ( t , rj)
except for they-th one are zero and they'-th one is given by (\-ehj(2n"r]}11)e^j(t^r] .
Then the function f(t,T]) is a rapidly decreasing function of r\ because
Re \j(t,T])T] is bounded in 77 . It follows from (3.6) that u(x) is not a rapidly decreasing function of 7] for this /, which contradicts to the global hypoellipticity.
This proves the necessity of (II) . Hence we have proved Theorem 2.1.
§4 0 Single Equations with Variable Multiplicities
We want to weaken the condition (C.I) in §2 for single equations. In this
section we consider operators of order m>3. Second order operators will be
studied in the next section. Let us consider
(4.1)

Pu = f ( x , y ) 9

P:

on ( jt, y) G T2 , where m>\b] (jc)(l < j < iri), aaj (x) are 2n periodic complexvalued functions and <9X = d / d x , D^ = i~ld/dy . Let us consider a WKB
approximate solution if/
(4.2)

\r(x9Tfi := exp(

to the partial Fourier transform P of P with respect to y
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Pu = p,,,u+

45 1

^Tj"
a+j<m-\

j=\

where 7] is covariable of y. We easily see that 5 satisfies a Riccati equation
(4.4)

R(S):=fl(dl+S-bJ(x)r1)(S-blr1)
1=2

+

I

aaj(x)r1a(d^Sy-lS+

a+j<m-\.j>l

X aao(xyna=0a<m-\

If we substitute the expansion of 5, (4.2) into (4.4) we have
m

(4.5)

R(S) = Yi(S-bl(x)ri) + ( terms with power < r a - l ) = 0.
7=1

By substituting the expansion of S in (4.5) and by equating the terms with power
r\m in (4.5), we have that U",'=}(S_](x)-bl(x)) = Q. Suppose that S_l(x) = bk(x) for
some k. Then by comparing the coefficients of rj'"~l in (4.5) we have
(4.6)

S0(x)Y[(bk(x)-bf(x))

= terms containing S_l(x).

,*k

We easily see that St (x) (j = 1, 2, . . .) satisfy the same type of equations as (4.6).
Now we assume
(C.2) For every S_,(jc) = bk(x) (\<k<m) S (x) are smoothly defined on T for all
7 = 0,1,2,....
We write a formal solution S(x,7]) corresponding to bk(x) by S A (JC,T]). We
assume
(C.3) There exists a point JCQ e T such that bk(xQ) (\<k<m) are distinct.
In order to state our theorem we take realizations Sk(x,rf) of formal WKB
solutions Sk (x, 77) (1 < k < m) where Sk(x,rj) = ^^_lS^(x)rj~J . Indeed, we take
smooth functions XjW w ^ tri supports being contained in \r\\>Cj where the
constants cf are taken so large that the following sum converges:
(4.7)

Sk(x9Tft:=?iri-'xl('n)Sl;W.
/=-!

For more precise definition of xt(n)
we have

we re er to

f

Lemma 1 in the appendix. Then

Theorem 4 0 1 0 Assume that (C.2) and (C.3) are satisfied. Then the
operator P is globally hypo elliptic on T2 if and only if the following conditions
are satisfied.
(I) The functions Rebk(x) (k = l,...,m) do not change their sign.
(II) There exists N > 0 such that the Siegel conditions,
(4.8)

liminfjr/r exp(

>0
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are satisfied for G(x, r]) = SA (jc, rj) (1 < k < m).
Remarks 4.2. (i) The condition (C.3) is unnecessary for the proof of the
necessity of (4.8).
(ii) We point out that in view of the constructions above if S,(*,T7) and
52(jc,7]) are two realizations of any formal solution S(jt,rj), then for every N e Z+
we have

sup \Sl(x,r])-S2(x,T1)\ = 0(\rirN)as |rj|->oo.
te[0,27T]

Hence we see that the condition (4.8) is invariant under the choice of the
realizations of the formal power series.
We note that we do not assume any condition on the behavior of
characteristic point. Hence it may be degenerate elliptic and weakly hyperbolic
with infinite degeneracy at some points in the domain.
§5o Proof of Theorem 4.1
Because bk(x) are periodic, we may assume that JCQ = 0 in (C.3). Hence the
condition (C.3) implies
(5.1)

bk(0)#bj(Q)

for every k and j

(l<kj<m).

We want to write the equation Pu = f in the vector-matrix notation, where /
denotes the partial Fourier transformation of / as in (4.3). For the sake of
brevity we write

and set

( 0

u
U

(5.2)

U:=

1
0

>

,FW =

,A(x):=

0
\u

J

f°l

1

^-p} -P2

1

... -pmj

0

J,

Then the equation Pu = f can be written in the form

(5.3)

LU := U' - A(x)U = F(x).

Let \j/k = Qxp(ISkdt) be a realization of a WKB formal solution. We set
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Z(jc):=

Because ijjr) is an approximate solution to the homogeneous equation Pu = Q, it
follows that P\j/t = R(Sj)\j/j

with R given by (4.4). Hence Z(x) is an approximate

fundamental solution to (5.3)
(5.5)

LZ(jc) - Z'(jc) - AZ(jt) - R(x)D(x),

where D(x) is a diagonal matrix given by

(5.6)
and R(x) := R(x,rj) is a matrix whose components are rapidly decreasing functions
of rj when rj tends to infinity.
In order to write the equation (5.3) in the form (2.1) we define the matrix
B(rj) by
(5.7)

B(rj) := diag(l, 7], rj2,..., rj'"~]).

Suppose that rj ^0. If we set B(rj)X(x, rj) = Z(x, rj) and if we multiply (5.5) with
B(rj)'1 from the left the equation (5.5) can be written in the form (2.1), where the
matrix A(x) is replaced by B(TJ)~] A(x)B(rj).
We want to check that the formal solution X(x, rj) can be written in the form
(2.3). To this end we set X(x,rj) = E(x,rj)D(x). We want to determine the matrix
E(JC,TJ). By the relation \j/' = S/ijf/ we have

Hence we have

(5.9)
On the other hand we have Sl(x) = (bj(x) + O(r]'l))r] . Hence if we expand S(JC,TJ)
in the descending power of S(JC,TJ) = F O (JC)+ Y{(X)TI~I +... we see that the matrix
Y0(x) is given by
(5-10)

YQ(x) = (b/(x)k)/^l
AiO.

m

.

./»-]

We shall show that the matrix Y0(x) is invertible. To this end, we set
*P(jc) := det Z(jc, rj) . Then, by (5.4) the function T satisfies the differential
equation
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(5.11)

V'(x) = -Pa,(x,ri)V(x) +

A(x,'n)\ir](x)---\j/n,(x),

where the function A(x, 77) is a rapidly decreasing function of TJ . Hence we
obtain

(5.12)

«F(je)
+ exp(- 1 Pm (r, r\)dt) I exp( f pm (s, 7j)ds)A(r, Tj)y?, (0 • • • \jfm (t)dt.
Jo
Jo
JQ

On the other hand, we can easily see that

Hence we have

We note that ^(Oexp(-rjJofr A (5)ds) = O(l)(* = l,...,m) when TJ-»OO. Because the
function A(r,Tj) is a rapidly decreasing function of rj it follows that the integrand
in the second term of (5.12) is a rapidly decreasing function of 7] . We have
(5.13) detE(jt,77) = det(F0(;t) +

^(^

- (det D(x) det B(rflrl *(0) exp(-

Pn

Jo

(t, r\)dt)

+(det D(x) det £(77))-' exp(- f Pm (t,
Jo

where O(rj~°°) denotes a term which is rapidly decreasing in J] . We can easily
see that (detD(jc))'1 exp(-J0xpin(r,7;)*) = O(l) when |?]|->°°. Hence the second
term of the right-hand side of (5.13) is a rapidly decreasing function of 7] . In
order to get the expansion of the first term in the descending power of TJ we note
by (5 .9)
(det ^(rjr1 )¥(0) - det(£(7j)~! Z(0, TJ)) = det X(0, TJ)
= det(5(0, rj)D(O)) = det(F0 (0) + Yl (O)Tj'1 + . . .) det D(0).
By (5.10) and the assumption (C.3) the first term in the expansion of
(det^Tj)"1)^^) in the ascending power of ?j-1 does not vanish. It follows that the
right-hand side of (5.13) can be written in C(x) + O(TJ~J ) , where C(jc)*0. In
view of (5.10) this implies that det YQ(x) does not vanish.
If we can construct a fundamental solution X(JC,TJ) then all arguments in the
proof of Theorem 2.1 is valid in the present case. Hence we have Theorem 4.1 .
In the following we shall give an essentially different proof of the necessary
part of Theorem 4.1 based on factorization of differential operators. More
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precisely we shall prove the necessity of (4.8) under (/). The advantage of this
new proof is that we do not assume (C.3) or (5.1).
Let S be any realization of a phase S of a WKB solution to P, which exists
by Lemma 1 in the appendix. We first show that if we divide the operators P by
dl dx-S from the right then the remainder is given by R(S) where R is a Riccati
operator given by (4.4). Indeed, by writing dl dx = d we denote by a = b if a - b
is divisable from the right by d — S in the class of differential operators in x with
coefficients smooth in x and T] . Then we have, for u e C°°

(d-bmri)...(d-blr1)u

=

(d-bm7l)...(d-b37flT2U,

where [a,b]:=ab-ba is a commutator of a and b, and where the function T2 is
given by T2 := (d + S - b2rj) (S - btf) . By the same calculations the right-hand side
of the above expression is equal to the term

-bmr])...^2u = (d-bm^
where T3 := (d + 5 - b3rj)T2 . By repeating this calculation we have
(5.14)

(d-bmr])...(d

On the other hand we have
(5.15)

d'u = d'~l (d - S)u + dJ~lSu = d'~lSu = d'-2 (d-S + S)Su

where A0 :=(d + S)S . By repeating this argument we finally obtain

This proves the assertion in view of (4.4) and Lemma 1 .
We shall prove the necessity of (4.8). By the above calculations we have
(5.16)

P = Q(d/dx-S) + R(S)

for some differential operator Q and R given by (4.4). For the sake of simplicity
we denote the pseudodifferential operators determined by Q, R(S) and S via
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inverse partial Fourier transform with the same letters. Note that R is a Riccati
smoothing operator.
Suppose that (4.8) is not fulfilled for some 5 = 5,. Then by an evident
adjustment of the arguments of Hounie (cf . [9]) we can find a distribution u E
C°°(Tl :^'(TJ)\C°°(T 2 ) such that (^ -S)u E C°°(T 2 ). By (5.16) this contradicts
to the global hypoellipticity of P, because R(S)u e C°°(T2) by definition.
§60 Second Order Eqeatfoms and Diophamtlne Phenomena
We shall study equations of second order. We want to make clear how the
Siegel conditions enter in the theory. This will be done in terms of WKB
solutions, (cf. the case (a), (b) and (c) which follow.) Equivalent expressions to
the Siegel condition (4.8) are also presented.
Let us consider the equation
(6.1)

Pu = (Dv + ia(x)D^ )(D x + ib(x)D, )u

on (jc,_y)eT 2 , where a ( x ) , b(x) and j(x) are 2n periodic complex-valued functions. By the partial Fourier transform with respect to 3; we have
(6 .2) Pu = -(-|-)2 ii + (a(x) + b(x))ri(^-)u + (b'(x)rj + 7(^)77 - a(x)b(x)rf )u = 0,
ox
ox
where r\ is a covariable of 3; and u denotes the partial Fourier transformation of
u with respect to y. Let iff be a WKB solution to (6.2) given by (4.2). We denote
by S a realization of S in (4.2). Then we have
Theorem 6.1= Suppose that there exists a smooth WKB solution (4.2) to
the equation (6.2). Then the operator P in (6.1) is globally hypoelliptic on T2 //
and only if Rea(x) and Reb(x) do not change their sign and that there exists
N>0 such that the condition (4.8) is satisfied for G(x, rj) = S(x, rj) and

We note that S satisfies a Riccati equation
(6.3)

R(S) := -S2 -S' + (a + b)rjS + b'ri + yri- abrj2 = 0.

A WKB solution exists if we assume
(C.2)' Either (a(x)-b(x))~l Dkj(x) or (a(x)-b(x)Yl D((Y(x)-a'(x) + br(x)) is
defined as a smooth function on T for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . and / = 1, 2, ....
One gets from (6.3) that S_}(x) verifies S2, - (a + b)S_, + ab = 0 i.e. 5_, is
either a(x) or b ( x ) . The term S0(x) is given by
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) + b(x}-2S_l(x)

and clearly in order 50(jc) to be smooth function we must choose S_l(x) = b(x) if
the former half of (C.2)' holds while in case the latter half of (C.2)' is true we
take S_}(x) = a(x). Then we proceed by induction (cf. [6]).
The condition (C.2)' is fulfilled if the function a-b^O is analytic and if,
either 7 or y-a' + b' is flat on the set (jc : a(x) = b(x) } . In case a-b is not
necessarily analytic then (C.2)' is satisfied if either j or y-a' + b' vanished in
some neighborhood of the set {x : a(x) = b(x}}. We note that if 7 = 0 or 7 = a' - b'
then (C.2)' holds without any restriction on a and b. The condition is, so to speak,
a Levi condition.
Let us assume that a WKB solution S(JC,T]) = ^=_]ri~JSj(x)(S__[ - a, or b) to
(6.2) is smoothly defined on the torus. Three cases are distinguished.
(a) Re a(x) £ 0 and Re b(x) $ 0 .
(b) Either Rea(jt) = 0 or Re&(;c) = 0 holds. There exists j>Q such that

(c) Either Rea(x) = 0 or Reb(x) = 0 holds. In addition the following condition
f 27r
Jo

ReS(x)dx = 0

holds for all j = 1,2,....
We note that one of the three cases (a), (b) and (c) occurs. As we shall see
later, the diophantine analysis may enter only in the case (c). Note that WKB
solutions give a criterion for this.
Suppose that there exists a smooth WKB solution. Moreover, assume that
either the condition (a) or (b) is satisfied. Then the operator P is globally
hypoelliptic on T2 and globally Fredholm solvable if and only if Rea(jc) and
Reb(x) do not change their sign. In the case (a), the sufficient part is also true for
the perturbed operator P + 8(x) with sufficiently small supremum norm of the
zeroth order term S(x) . Here we say that P is globally Fredholm solvable if there
exists a finite dimensional subspace ^ of C°°(T 2 ) such that the equation Pu = f
has always a solution ueC°° provided ftfQdxdy = 0 for all 0 e ^f .
Indeed, if (a) or (b) is fulfilled then (4.8) automatically follows. Hence the
former half of the above assertion is a special case of Theorem 6.1. The latter
half is almost clear from the proof of Theorem 6.1 . (cf. [6]).
Remark 6.1. The above result can be viewed as a result for degenerate
elliptic operators. We recall that D. Fujiwara and H. Omori [3] established
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global hypoellipticity for D2 + <p(*)D2, where <p is C°°(W)2n periodic realvalued nonnegative function, identically equal to 0 and 1 on some subintervals of
[0,2ri\. Concerning this we note that among the operators satisfying the condition
(a) there are operators which may be identically degenerate elliptic in some subdomain and weakly hyperbolic and of mixed type in other regions.
The remaining case (c) is the one where diophantine analysis enters. In order
to see this we begin with a rather special case, where the diophantine condition
can be replaced by an algebraic condition. We set
f 27r
*a'=\ lrna(x)dx,

(6.4)

Jo

rb:=l

f 27r

lmb(x)dx.

Jo

Then we have the following assertion.
Suppose that the condition (c) is satisfied. Moreover, suppose that Rea(x) and
Re&O) do not change their sign. If Rea(;t) = 0 we assume the following
condition
(6.5)

Ta l(2n) is a rational number

(respectively Reb(x) = Q implies that ihl(2n) is a rational number).
Then in view of (6.5) if
(6.6)

f2*
lmSQ(x)dx * -rjT(l mod 2^Z (respectively, * -rjTb mod

Jo

for all 77 e Z the operator P is globally hypoelliptic.
In order to see this we shall show that | exp(| Sdt) -1| > c> 0 for some c> 0
independent of r\, |rj|»l. Indeed, we have that exp(JSdt) - exp(/Tf,7] + /JImS 0 dt
+ JReS 0 dt + O(7]~l)). Hence the estimate is clear if |ReS0df ^0. Let us assume
that jReS 0 df = 0. By (6.5) we can write ra =27iqlp for mutually prime integers
p and q. It follows that the quantity Tarj + llmS0dt takes only finite number of
values mod 2;rZ when rj moves on Z. Because of (6.6) we have
! exp(/T fl ^ +/J Im S0dr) -1| > c ' > 0 for some c ' > 0 independent of rj. This proves
the assertion. Hence we have (4.8). Now the result follows from Theorem 6.1.
Suppose further that jRe&ft = 0 and (6.6) is not true. Then P is globally
hypoelliptic if and only if
(6.7)

there exists j > 1 such that

f 27r

ImS (x)dx ^0.

Jo

Indeed, for the set of r\ satisfying the relation (6.6) we have the estimate
| exp(J Sdt) -1| > c> 0 for some c> 0 independent of rj. If rj does not satisfy (6.6)
we have the inequality \Q\p(lSdt)-l\ >c\rj\~J >0 for some c>0 if ?] is large.
Hence we have (4.8). Conversely, we can easily show that (4.8) does not hold if
(6.7) is not true because of the defmtion of S. We note that if (6.5) is fulfilled
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then no diophantine phenomena occur because er"n takes only finite number of
values when r] e Z .
In the case where the fmiteness condition (6.5) is not true one encounters a
diophantine condition of the form (4.8). More precisely, by Theorem 6.1 we have
the following assertion. Assume that there exists a smooth WKB solution and that
the condition (c) is satisfied. Then P is globally hypoelliptic on T2 if and only if
the functions Re^(jc) and Reb(x) do not change their sign and there exists N>0
such that the Siegel condition
(6.8)

liminf|rjr|exp(

ii->o°,r7eZ

f 27r
J0

is fulfilled for G(x, 77) = S(x, 7?) and G(x9rj) = (a(x) + b(x))r]-S(x,Ti) where 5(jc,7/)
is a realization of WKB solution to (6.2).
In order to see the transcendency of the phenomena more clearly, let us
consider a rather special operator (6.1) such that 7 = 0 or 7 = a'-b' . We denote
the operator by P0. (cf. [5]). First we note that an irrational number T is called a
non Liouville number if and only if there exist C > 0 and N>0 such that
T-p/q\>C/q", p e Z , ^ e N .
We assume that Rea(jc) and Reb(jc) do not change their sign. Then if
Re<2(*) = 0 (resp. Re b(x) = 0 ) the equation PQu = f has a solution He5*'(T 2 ) for
every /eC°°(T 2 ) such that £*£* f(x,y)dxdy if and only if
(6.9)

Ta /(2ft) (resp. tb /(2ft)) is an irrational non Liouville number.

Moreover the condition (6.9) is necessary and sufficient for the global hypoellipticity of P0 .
First we note that, 5(jc,rj) = TjS_,(jc) for P0. Then the condition (6.9) is
equivalent to the corresponding Siegel condition in Theorem 6.1. The global
solvability follows from the result of [9] and the observation; The operator P0 can
be factored as a product of first order operators (cf. the proof of Theorem 6.1).
In order to prove the necessity, let us suppose that P0 = L,L2 where L, = Dx +
ib(x)D^ and L, = Dx + ia(x)D^ . If Tb /(2ft) is an irrational Liouville number or a
rational number, it follows that the equation Llv = f is not globally solvable for
some / e C°° . Hence we see that the equation PQ=LlL^u = f is not globally
solvable. If ra /(2ft) is an irrational Liouville number or a rational number and
rb/(2ft) is an irrational non Liouville number it follows that L2v = / is not
globally solvable for some / orthogonal to the constant function 1 and L, is a
globally solvable operator. Hence the equation P0u = L,/ is not globally solvable.
Indeed, if otherwise we have L,(L,H — /) = 0 and therefore L,u — f is constant.
This constant is equal to zero in view of the orthogonality condition on/, which is
a contradiction.
In case P0 is the following constant coefficients operator L we find a
classical result of [7].
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Then we can easily see that Ta = 2m, Tb = 2njJi. Hence the above results read:
Lu = f is solvable for any/ such that J Q 27r J Q 27r /(x,y)dxdy = 0 if and only if T
and fj. are irrational non Liouville numbers. (Siegel condition).
Remark 6.2. In 1974, S. Greenfield and N. Wallach [7] showed that a scalar
constant coefficients differential operator P(D) on the /i-dimensional torus is
globally hypoelliptic if and only if its full symbol satisfies a Siegel type condition.
An interesting example is a globally hypoelliptic hyperbolic operator on T2,
D x + c D v , where c e R \ 0 is an irrational non Liouville number. This result is
extended for linear systems with constant coefficients on T" by P. Popivanov (cf.
[14]). Later on he used Siegel type conditions in order to establish regularity in
Schwartz class J?(R") of rapidly decreasing functions on R" for certain second
order operators with polynomial coefficients (cf. [15]). J. Hounie [9] gave a
necessary and sufficient condition for global solvability for first order systems
dtu + b(t)A, where A is an essentially self-adjoint operator on a compact
manifold. The second author has also obtained results for global hypoellipticity on
tori for operators not satisfying Siegel type conditions [20], and for the Mathieu
operator [21].
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let S be a phase of a WKB solution and let S be a
realization of 5. We note that the existence of a WKB solution implies the
complete factorization of P to a product of first order operators mod a Riccati
smoothing operator

(6.11)

P = (D^ + i(a(x) + b(x))D^ -iS(x,DJ)(D, + #(*, D J) + R(S)(x, D

where R(S)(x, DJ is a pseudodifferential operator with smoothing kernel given by
Riccati equation and the realization of 5. Because the global hypoellipticity of P
is equivalent to that of the operator L,L2 we may assume that P = L}L2. Suppose
that the conditions of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied. Assume that L{L2u<EC°° and
« e ^ 7 . Then by the result of Hounie (or by simple modifications of the
arguments in §3) the operators L, and L2 are globally hypoelliptic. Hence it
follows that u e C°° .
Conversely, suppose that one of the conditions of Theorem 6.1 is not true. For
the sake of simplicity we assume that the top term in S(JC,TJ) is a(x)rj . Then
either Lj or L7 is not globally hypoelliptic. If L9 is not globally hypoelliptic we
can find u e &' \ C°° such that L2u e C°° . Since Pu = L{L2u e C°° this implies that
P - L,L2 is not globally hypoelliptic.
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Suppose that L} is not globally hypoelliptic and L2 is globally hypoelliptic.
Then the Siegel condition (4.8) to the operator L2 is valid and Re a does not
change its sign. We can find a v e &' \ C°° such that L,v e C°°. Let v(x,7]) be a
partial Fourier transformation of v with respect to y. By assumption v(x,rj) is a
smooth function of x such that it is of polynomial growth in 77. Let L2 be a partial
Fourier transformation of L2 with respect to y. In terms of the conditions on L2 it
follows from the argument of Section 3 (or by a formula for first order ordinary
differential equations) that the equation L2u-v has a periodic solution u(x,J]) if
7) is sufficiently large. Moreover, u(x,ri) is of polynomial growth in T]. We write
v = Vj + v2, where the function v 2 (jc,rj) vanish identically if 7] is sufficiently large
and that the equation L^u = vl has a periodic solution u(x,rj). It follows that we
can find a distribution ue 9*'\C°° such that L2u = v,, where v, is the inverse
Fourier transformation of v,. If we denote the inverse Fourier transformation of
VT by v2 the function v2 is a smooth function. Hence the function
L,v, = L,v-L,v 2 is a smooth function because L j v e C 0 0 by assumption. It follows
that Pu = L{L2u = LjV, is smooth. Because w e ' / ' X C 0 0 this implies that the
operator P is not globally hypoelliptic. This proves Theorem 6.1.

We shall show the next lemma.
Lemma 1. Lef U(x,rj) = !;_, rj-'U^x) be a formal power series of 77
Uf(x)
(j = -1, 0, 1, 2, ...) are smooth functions on T. 77z<?/7 ?/zen?
0' = -1,0, 1,2,...,£_, =1) such that the sum
U(x,T])-= X rj-'
y=-i
defines a smooth function U(x,Tf) of x on T satisfying for k = 1, 2, ... , a^d /3
(A.I)

D*(UCn,x)-j^

r!-'Ul(x)) = 0(T1-U2+l/2)

when 7] -^ -

If the function U is given by (4.7), 17 = 5 r/ze/i S satisfies (4.5) asymptotically,
R(S) is rapidly decreasing in 7] when T] —> oo .
. We note that all f/; 's are 2^: periodic function of*. We put
(A.2)

m.:=

sup \ D?U(x)\J>-\.
xET.)8<,

For j > 0 , we take ^(77) e C°°(R), 0 < x, ^1 whose support is contained in |T?|>
( m / ) 2 / ' + . / f - l and that
,=1 on !r/|>(m/)2/'+y
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where e > 0 is a constant taken sufficiently small. Then the function

(A.3)
is defined as a smooth function of r] and x which is 2n periodic with respect to x.
Indeed, the right hand side of (A.3) is a finite sum for each 7] and x. Also it is
bounded when 77 —> <*> except for the term rjU_{ ( x ) . Furthermore, for each k > I
we have

(A.4)

7=0

./=*+!

The first term in the right-hand side is bounded when 77 —» <*> because
has a compact support. On the other hand,

1 77 J/2Uj(x)\ is bounded in x and r] , as T] —> °o by the condition on %J(TJ) . Because
k-l-j<-2 and |r/| > 1 , the sum is bounded for all rj and x. This proves the case
/3 = 0 . The general case j3 ^ 0 will be proved similarly.
The latter half of the lemma follows from the definition of the formal sum
S(x,rj) . This ends the proof of Lemma 1 .
The following results are taken from Chapter 4 of [19] with modifications
necessary in this paper. Let us consider the equation of the form (2.2).
(A.5)

v' = (JT A 7 (*)7T^)v:=Av.
7=0

The equation (2.2) can be written in (A.5) by an appropriate choice of the
coefficients matrices in (A.5). In the following we assume that the eigenvalues of
A0(x) are distinct. We take a formal solution Y(x,rj)enM^} to (A.5)

(A.6)
7=0

where the diagonal matrix A(JC,T]) is given by (2.4) and where detF 0 (jc)^0 . We
note that the coefficients Yj(x) are smooth functions on T. We say that the formal
matrix solution (A.6) is a basic formal matrix solution of (2.2) if the formal
power series Y(x,rj) satisfies the formal differential equation

(A.7)
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We note that (A.7) is equivalent to that YenA satisfies the equation (A.5)
formally. Let us consider a differential equation of the same type as (2.2)
(A.8)

w' = QT B7(jc)Tp+1)w.
j=o

Then the equations (A.5) and (A.8) are said to be formally equivalent if there
exists a matrix P(x, 77) ~ £~=0 P, (X)TJ~J with PO(JC) being invertible and all F y 's
being smooth functions on T such that (A.5) is transformed into (A.8) by the
change of variables v = P(x,rj)w. Under these preparations we have the following
Lemma 2. Let A be given in formula (A.6) for a basic formal matrix
solution to the equation (A.5). Then the diagonal entries of the matrix dA/ dx are
formal invariants of the differential equation.
Lemma 2 is proved in §4.2 of [19]. By this lemma if we normalize A(x,T]) so
that A(0,T]) = 0 then A(x,rj) is invariantly defined under formal change of
variables (A.8).
Lemma 3. Every formal equivalence class contains differential equations
for whose basic formal matrix solutions YeQ , the series Y is independent of x.
This lemma is proved in [19]. (cf. [18, Theorem 4.3-1]). Note that the above
formal solution plays the role of a WKB solution for a single equation.
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